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EUPHORIA ISN’T A BIOPIC OF YOUR HIGH SCHOOL 
EXPERIENCE?

 As a person who spends an average of about 11 hours a day on 
their phone, it would be nothing short of humiliating if I had not taken 
many of said hours to thoroughly curate my feeds and algorithms into 
planes so detached from the outside world, I barely registered the 2020 
election. Yet Euphoria has infiltrated the internet, and thus my escape 
from reality to the extent that I have had to start reading books in my 
free time. Season 2, currently premiering one episode a week from Janu-
ary 9th to the end of time, can only be described as completely deranged. 
I will not provide evidence for this claim, as the thought of delving into 
the seemingly endless subplots of this show is already giving me a stress-
induced brain hemorrhage. 

The idea of unrealistic shows about teenagers is no revolutionary concept. 
Frankly, any other type of high school show is practically unheard of. This 
is why hearing anything to the contrary in regards to this program makes 
me immediately wish the person spouting such lunacy be sent to a 
mental hospital on the top of a mountain where they can receive the psy-
chological care necessary to realize that relating to any character in this 
show ( maybe other than Lexi ) is grounds for a lobotomy. 

           CONTINUE ON BACK...

I will preface with the following disclaimer: 
Due to complications from my mother not sending me the 
HBOMax password, I have not technically watched Euphoria. 
That said, I have Twitter, so I think I have the proper author-
ity to comment on this show and the people who watch it. 
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Staff “addictive drugs” Box

Who are we kidding? 
We love drugs.

If you watch Euphoria and say it is the most accurate  televised de-
piction of the high school experience, you have clearly and drastically 
over-romanticized being the worst in high school. I’m not going to pretend 
that high schoolers didn’t do drugs and have an overinflated sense of self-
importance when it came to meaningless drama. Be that as it may, if you 
were to tell me the people you went to high school with were wearing Miu 
Miu, blackmailing each other like no one’s business, all while doing 
ketamine in the hallways, I would probably say that unfortunately, you 
didn’t go to high school but were in fact held against your will in a cinder-
block Playboy mansion for four years, and if you look closely your “diplo-
ma” is signed by the ghosts of Coco Chanel and Hugh Hefner. 

Ultimately, if you are a fan of the show, CONG� TULATIONS, you 
are gracefully treading the line between a normal person and a coked-up 
A24 aspiring fashion student with a wildflower phone case that’s doomed to 
become Gen X’s version of a Disney adult. And if you identify with the 
show on a personal level, 

please stay far away from me.

MY MATH TEACHER DID METH WITH US IN MY HS, SO...

-Katie Evert, 
Euphoria expert

FROM THE WISE WORDS OF MICHAEL SCOTT


